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11.1 2.1.7 

 Vi (Optional Clause) As per 

Requirement of purchaser 

 

Team Engineer: Suggestion of one 

more optional clause: 

(C) one more option of automatic 

change over between Quad & OFC 

on the main link   

“2W (DSL) copper port with 

automatic changeover to it in case 

of optical path is cut”  

Indian Railways: 

1. Has sufficed amount of 

quad available hence if 

option available to utilise it  

2. This quad can be used to 

provide more reliability for 

the whole system with an 

option of automatic 

changeover between quad 

Agreed: 
Optiona-3 is 

incorporated.  

 



(copper) and Optical fiber 

3. This will ensure that the 

systems is robust as it 

supports both optical fibre 

the new age and also quad  

4. This is an optional feature 

and wherever required the 

user can opt for it  

5. The Quad uplink can be 

module based so it easy 

and simple and cost 

effective  

A brief connectivity diagram 

provided below for your kind 

reference    

RTU location is very much within 

the DSL quad range of connectivity 

as the technology can support up to 

nearly 10 Kms and most of the RTU 

are will within 5 Kms from OFC HUT  

Hence utilising both the media if 

available will ensure very high 

reliability and also the user will be 

ease to repair quad compared to 

optical fiber being a critical 



 application SCADA such features 

will help the system. We can have 

simple plug-in port on the uplink 

where ever need is required so that 

the unit will not have any addition 

Bill of Material. 

11.1 Diagram for your kind reference showing the benefits  

11.1 

The connectivity diagram shows in case of opticla path is cut the data shifts to 

quad automatically without breakage of service of the RTU (SCADA) : Optical 

path is main path and quad is standby path (option) in case avaialble the need is 

only half quad: 

 

 

 

 
 


